We investigate how to concatenate different decoherence-free subspaces to realize scalable universal fault-tolerant quantum computation. Based on tunable XXZ interactions, we present an architecture for scalable quantum computers which can fault-tolerantly perform universal quantum computation by manipulating only a single type of parameter. By using the concept of interaction-free subspaces, we eliminate the need to tune the couplings between logical qubits, which further reduces the technical difficulties for implementing quantum computation. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.93.010501 PACS numbers: 03.67.Pp, 03.67.Lx, 05.50.+q The fragility of quantum superposition is the major stumbling block to achieving the physical implementation of quantum computers. As a potential approach to prevent decoherence, decoherence-free subspace (DFS) encoding of qubits shields quantum coherence from environmental noise [1, 2] . The essence of this noise immune proposal is the assumption that the quantum systems suffer identical environmental noise. At present, under the assumption of collective decoherence the theory of universal fault-tolerant quantum computation (QC) in the DFSs has been established [3] [4] [5] . However, the assumption of collective decoherence requires that all qubits reside within one wavelength of the environmental noise. This directly places a severe limit on the scalability of QC in DFS.
The fragility of quantum superposition is the major stumbling block to achieving the physical implementation of quantum computers. As a potential approach to prevent decoherence, decoherence-free subspace (DFS) encoding of qubits shields quantum coherence from environmental noise [1, 2] . The essence of this noise immune proposal is the assumption that the quantum systems suffer identical environmental noise. At present, under the assumption of collective decoherence the theory of universal fault-tolerant quantum computation (QC) in the DFSs has been established [3] [4] [5] . However, the assumption of collective decoherence requires that all qubits reside within one wavelength of the environmental noise. This directly places a severe limit on the scalability of QC in DFS.
To overcome this difficulty, a natural strategy is to partition the whole qubit system into several DFS subblocks. Coherent quantum information can be stored in them. To realize scalable fault-tolerant quantum computation (SFTQC) in DFSs, we must be able to implement local universal fault-tolerant operations in every DFS subblock and realize fault-tolerant entangling operations between adjacent sub-blocks. Recently, several architectures for scalable quantum computing have been presented in an ion trap [6] and a one-dimensional array of solid-state systems [7] .
In this Letter, we show how to carry out SFTQC in DFS sub-blocks for qubit systems with tunable XXZ exchange interaction. By using appropriate encoding, one can make quantum information in every sub-block interaction-free from the other sub-blocks even though the physical couplings to connect different DFS subblocks are always on. This is exactly the central idea of interaction-free encoding [8] . To implement nonlocal operations between different sub-blocks, one can transform local encoded states to ''switch on'' the interaction between adjacent sub-blocks. All the operations ensure the evolution of the system in decoherence-free subspaces.
Our scheme leads to three additional prominent advantages. First, since interaction-free encodings spontaneously screen the sub-blocks from the couplings to other sub-blocks, it is not necessary to use recoupling pulses [9] to eliminate the effect of fixed couplings between subblocks. Second, physical switches are not necessary for interaction-free subspaces, and this reduces the technical difficulties for the design of quantum computers. Finally, in our scheme, the universal encoded QC can be realized by manipulating only one type of interaction parameter. This further reduces the difficulty of the manipulation.
DFS and IFS (interaction-free subspace).-Let us consider a one-dimensional array of sub-blocks. Each subblock, which contains a certain number of qubits, is surrounded by an independent environment. We assume that the sub-blocks are coupled only to their nearest subblocks (see Fig. 1 ).
For the Lth sub-block, there are three types of interaction to drive the evolution of the qubits in it. 
L . For the qubits in the Lth sub-block, due to interaction with the environment and other subblocks the evolution is usually nonunitary. To preserve the coherence of the qubits in the Lth sub-block, we wish all the couplings (H LB and H LL 0 ) be switched off in the idle mode. However, couplings between the system and the environment are usually unavoidable. This obstacle can be overcome by DFS encoding. The main idea on DFS is that, by taking advantage of the symmetry of the interaction between the system and the environment, one may find a special subspace H L DFS in the Lth sub-block Hilbert space H L such that
i is the state of the environment. The space H L DFS is the so called decoherencefree subspace in which H LB equivalently reduces to an environmental operator so that the effect from the environment can be eliminated. In general, DFS can be defined by stabilizers [4] . In our model, since collective operators S are Hermitian, we may introduce a type of single parameter stabilizer D L ÿ Q expÿÿS ÿ c I 2 , which is an identity operator on the DFS state in
where ÿ is a positive real number. The stabilizer
Since switching the couplings between adjacent subblocks complicates the operation and may add additional noise to the system, we would prefer to avoid such physical switching. Recently, there have been QC proposals with always-on couplings [8, 10] . If the couplings between sub-blocks are fixed and always on, the persistent interactions between adjacent sub-blocks will distort their states in idle mode. To eliminate this effect the idea of IFS is introduced. Assume that the couplings between adjacent sub-blocks have highly symmetrical forms: The necessary and sufficient condition for Hamiltonian H to keep the state at all times entirely within subspace H s of Hilbert space H t is P; H 0, where P is the projector of the subspace H s .
In the following, we concretely present our architecture based on tunable XXZ exchange interaction.
SFTQC based on tunable XXZ interaction.-The tunable XXZ type interaction has the following form:
Here i and j refer to two neighboring qubits. We assume that the parameter J ij is fixed but K ij can be tuned. This model describes the interactions in a few physical systems, such as electrons floating on helium [11] and charge qubits based on superconducting charge boxes [12] . . We consider sub-blocks composed of four particles, which are symmetrically arranged on the vertices of a rectangle (see Fig. 2 ). We choose a special DFS with zero eigenvalue of S z L . This is a six-dimensional space. For two neighboring sub-blocks L and L 1, the fixed interaction Hamiltonian has the form:
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Thus, the projectors of different IFSs can be obtained according to the formulation in the above. Furthermore, we may hunt out the maximal intersection space of IFS and DFS, whose projector is P 1 i;j0 ji 1 i 2 j 3 j 4 ihi 1 i 2 j 3 j 4 j, where ij refers to 1 ÿ ij, j0i and j1i are the eigenstates of z . (For simplicity, we arrange qubits in order and omit their subscripts in the following context.) This is a four-dimensional space. We choose its two-dimensional subspace fj1001i; j0101ig as the space of logical qubit fj0 L i; j1 L ig.
In our scheme for QC, we simply manipulate the interaction in local sub-blocks by switching on the K ij coupling between some two qubits i and j but fix the couplings between adjacent sub-blocks. We may prove that H LL ; P L DFS 0 and H L;L1 ; P L DFS 0. This ensures that QC is performed in a fault-tolerant fashion.
To realize universal QC, for the Lth sub-block, we choose a three-dimensional subspace of DFS with zero eigenvalue of operator S z L as the computational space H c L , which has the projector 
When we adjust only 
Here we assume that L and L are prechosen parameters and the transition from h 
, where & 2J ÿ J 0 , the system will undergo an evolution given by
an irrational number. Then positive integer powers of U z can approach U z expÿiZ 01 L to arbitrary precision, for any real [13] . Since any single qubit gate can be decomposed into rotations around the z and x axes, any fault-tolerant single logical qubit gate can be realized.
In the following, we show how to implement nonlocal operations between the Lth and L 1th sub-blocks. 
We find that controlled phase gates can be realized by switching on and off the K 23 and K 2 0 3 0 couplings in adjacent sub-blocks L and L 1. In this process, the whole effective Hamiltonian h tot is In the following, we show the implementation of controlled phase gate in two cases. (i) jJj; jJ 0 j j L j j L1 j. In this case, simultaneously switch on K 23 and K 2 0 3 0 couplings, after a suitable time interval t =4j L j switch them off. The system is driven by strong pulses and the state j1 L ij1 L1 i can be flipped to j2 L ij2 L1 i. In the space j1 L i; j2 L i fj1 L1 i; j2 L1 ig the whole idle Hamiltonian is equiv-
. Let the system evolve for a suitable time and drive it back into IFS by using strong pulses again. A controlled phase gate can be realized by the above two-qubit interaction h id tot and local operations [14] . Unfortunately, condition (i) is not realistic in certain physical systems [11, 12] .
( [13] . After this, we switch on the K 2 0 3 0 coupling in the L 1th sub-block. At that time, Hamiltonian h L;L1 starts to work. If we further assume jJ ÿ J 0 j; j2J ÿ J 0 j j L1 tj, the adiabatic condition can be reduced to jJ ÿ J 0 j 2 ; j2J ÿ J 0 j 2
will slowly change along with the varying h tot t. Finally, the strength of the K 2 0 3 0 coupling goes back to its starting value L1 t f L1 0 0, and the instantaneous eigenstates return to their initial forms [15] . During the adiabatic evolution every logical state will obtain corresponding phases. Since it is easy to prove that the Berry phase is zero during this evolution, we need only calculate the dynamical phase ' d :
Thus, we can obtain the corresponding phases for all combinations of the states of the two logical qubits: R t f 0 J L1 t 2 =J 0 ÿ 2JJ 0 ÿ Jdt. Finally, we map j2 L i back to j1 L i. In the evolution, the extra single logical operation produced by the adiabatic evolution and mapping can be compensated by local evolutions in an interaction-free fashion. Thus, we have implemented SFTQC. This architecture can be realized in certain physical systems such as arrays of superconducting charge qubits [16] or electrons on liquid helium [11] .
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